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are you this body ? this mind ? this emotion ?

who are you ?

if you are only bodymind you will die

so do not waste time anymore…commit suicide !   

but if there is some consciousness within you

if there is a life source within you that is eternity

then where it came from ?

my book is not a autobiography

it is a love story of my search and the beauty of my master osho

it is a journey of how i died

and what was reborn in me

in reality...it was not reborn…it simply was watching all the time

the watcher became available to my consciousness

so basically the book is full of lies 

some part may be resembling the truth

thirty years in a hundred pages !

just try to understand…

must be utter nonsense 

but read the book

it will give you some clues 

about how you can lie about truth

only lao tsu was very innocent

he said all that you hear about truth are lies

you cannot speak it

if you ask me which part is unreal

i tell you…everything is real !

i have never spoken a word of lie

because i have no reason

there are some people who have asked…

you have mentioned many experiences in your book…are these fabricated ?

there is no lie

if you get those first pages 

do not read further

if you did not get it…then you have to read further

there was a great book of a sufi master…

he said nobody can open this book till i die

so all the disciples were waiting when they can read the book 

the ultimate secret is lying there under his pillow…

so when the master died

the disciples quickly went underneath the pillow

and opened the book…

and page after page…all pages were white 

they were shocked

nothing written in the book !

his whole life he was saying the ultimate truth is written in the book

all white pages…nothing written…

that is called the no book…the ultimate book

i do not agree with that book

because that master was not born a master

he was in the darkness and he found the light

how can it be a pure white book ?

so my first book begins with black

goes to white…

from darkness to light

and the rest is all rubbish…lies !

i am lying to you all the time here

these are all words

you are listening to words

you think i am here

do you think you are there ?

how you were born ?

suddenly you landed in kiev ?
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